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FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1931

, STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Committee Hears
Varsity Vodvil Tickets
5 .0 .5. Gives
First Reports on
Will Be Placed on Sale
Ovations to
Track Meet Work
Next Thursday Morning
Two Coaches

Tanans and Bear Paws Must Have
One Hundred Cars to Handle
Transportation Problem
Farewell to Milburn and Welcome
Two Fraternities, Four Sororities and Independent Women Will Present

Acts in Annnal Show to Be Held Saturday April
18 at Wilma Theater
Tickets for the 1931 Varsity Vodvil, scheduled for a week from
tomorrow evening, will be placed on sale beginning next Thursday
morning, April 16, continuing through until Saturday night, April 18.
They may be obtained at the Wilma booking office, on the second
HE king of lethargy is back on
the campus again; spring with all
its attributes of sunshine and warmth
permeates ruthlessly the spirit and
ambition of the collegiates. Even the
pessimistic defenses of a columnist
crumble before the irresistable on
slaught of spring brightness. After a
long winter of despair and privation
(not necessarily collegiate) the world
is eagerly facing the new opportuni
ties that the spring of 1931 may
present to i t Business in general has
offered small suggestions of improve
ment together with a prevalent spirit
of optimism and employment.

T

floor of the Wilma building.
Seven acts, survivors of the elimina
tions held March 7 in the Little
Theater, will make up the program,
which, advance reports say, will be
one of the best in years. Two fra
ternities, four sororities and the in
dependent. women of the University
are represented.
Acts for Show

lists in the three residence halls, at
the Main hall telephone booth and in
the Student Store. People may sign
up on these lists for tickets, providing
the money is paid when the list is
signed. Persons in charge of these
lists will go to the Wilma office the
first thing the opening day, along with
representatives of other organizations,
and by so doing, good seats may be
secured.
As formerly, there will be two
shows. The first one will begin at
7 o’clock, the second at 9 o’clock. Ac
cording to the advertising, “seven
clever, snappy acts, with over 150
beautiful, alluring, glorious chorus
girls,” comprise the hill. Over 200 per
sons will appear in the acts.

The titles of each act were given
out by Manager George Hillman yes
terday afternoon for the first time.
Alpha Phi will present “Music Time
in Tulip Land,’’ Kappa Alpha Theta
will give “Vegetable Varieties,” Sigma
Kappa is to present “Ardent Athletes,”
or “This Ain’t No Bull.” “Sweets on
Parade” will be given by Delta Gam
ma and the name of the Independents’
act is “Black Face Type.” “A Modern
istic Jack and the Beanstalk,” will be
presented by Sigma Chi and Phi Delta
Theta will give “Slips Don’t Count.”
The order in which the acts will
be given has not been determined yet.
There are four full-stage acts. These
four acts will draw for first position
on the program, in order that there
will be no chance for favoritism being
shown any group! The remainder of Novel Dances Will Feature Mixer
the places will be assigned by the
In Women’s Gymnasium
management of the show.

ITH the coming of spring,
campus activities will assume
a new and livelier interest The Uni
versity has a number of important
activities that are annual features of
the spring schedule. The foremost
•and largest is the annual Interschol
astic Track Meet which the University
sponsors. Soon hundreds of high
school students will flock to Missoula
to take part in a track meet which
is considered one of the largest in
the West. Previous to that, however,
the University will participate in the
national spring pastime of house
cleaning by observing the traditional
Tonight
Ticket Sales
Aber Day. At the same time the stu
In order that there may be no con
dents will have the opportunity of
Arrangements have been completed
selecting candidates for the final fusion as regards sale of tickets, no
sales will be made except under the j f°r the first social affair of the newly
elections of the student offices.
following conditions:
organized independents which will be
1. No tickets will be sold until 10 a mixer in the women’s gymnasium
NE change in the constitution of
the Associated Students of the o’clock, Thursday morning, April 16. tonight. Tickets for the dance are still
2. No mail orders will be taken. on sale in Main hall. It is expected
University of Montana Is contemplated
3. Only downtown business men I that all independents will avail themfor the spring elections. Upon recom
selves of this opportunity to become
mendation of Central Board a revision may phone orders.
4.
There will be no limits to the acquainted with the other members of
changing the* selection of Kaimin
their organization.
editor from popular vote to appoint size of the blocks.
5. F irst there, first served.
According to Georgia Mae Metlen,
ment by Publications Board will be
6. Tickets reserved by business chairman of the dance committee, the
voted upon. In the past the Kaimin
men
over
the
phone
must
be
paid
for
dance
promises to be one of the most
editor has been elected in the cus
by Saturday noon, April 18.
entertaining- mixers that have ever
tomary manner that all the other
been
held.
Several novel dances have
People
who
are
desirous
of
obtain
student officers have been elected.
Under the present political system ing good seats are advised to get in been arranged on the program as well
which Montana maintains, usually a touch with friends and send a repre as entertainment skits. “There will be
number of editorial candidates are sentative to the Wilma office bright something doing every minute from 9
presented. The successful aspirant and early Thursday morning, to buy until 12,” the dance chairman said
was often elected not upon his quali a block. The management will make yesterday, “every independent should
fications but mostly upon his personal arrangements for the benefit of those be sure to make the most of this opand affiliated popularity. This in students who are unable to get down- portunity and come to the dance. A
herent evil of the present system is town Thursday morning. It will leave | good time is guaranteed.”

W

Barbs Offer
Club}s First
Social Affair

O

hoped to be overcome through an
accurate examination of the candi
date’s qualifications by the Publica
tions Board. If the measure passes
Publications Board, composed of the
editor of the Kaimin, business man
ager of the Kaimin, editor of the Harold Shaw, Sophomore, Writes Play Which Appears on Program at
Sentinel, editor of the Alumnus,
little Theater, Thnrsday, April 23
editor of the Frontier, the student
auditor, two faculty members and two
students chosen by Central Board, will
Montana Masquers will present three one-act plays at the Little
select the Kaimin editor each year.

Montana Masquers Will Present
Program of Three One-Act Plays

Theater, Thursday evening, April 23. One of these is by Harold Shaw,
sophomore of the University.
A “Fool of a Man,” by Edward Finnegan, Boston newspaper man

Politicians Must
is a tragi-comedy. The scene is lald^*
Offer Petitions in New England but the situation is tensively in this country. The best
universal. Horace Bundy, central fig- known being: “Liliom,” “The Guards
Before 4 o’Glock dre, is a simple, middle aged soul, man,” ‘‘Fashion for Men,” “The Swan,’
who had married a woman above his
Candidate Names lor Student, Class station but who had always been
merely a plodder sticking simply to a
Offices Will Be Disclosed Next
Week
tiresome routine and never realizing
any ambitions tl\at he might have had
“Absolutely no petitions for A. S. U.v in his youth. An opportunity for part
M. or class offices will be accepted a t nership in the firm for whom he
the A. S. U. M. office in Main hall after works comes to him and thus he is
4 o’clock this afternoon, nor will they faced with the most crucial problem
be accepted before that time, unless he has ever encountered. Although the
accompanied by a certificate of eli play is sentimental rather than ob
gibility, and unless they contain the viously dramatic, there is an inten
signatures of at least ten active mem sity of feeling and a depth of char
bers of the A. S. U. M., and the peti acter portrayal that requires superb
tioning candidate,” said Bob Hendon, acting.
A “Fool of a Mau”
A. S. U. M. business manager, in his
final warning to aspirants for student
Eugene Hunton who plays this part
offices, today.
has already revealed his. ability and
Several petitions were in a t the versatility in two other Masquer pro-*
beginning of the week, according to ductions. First, as one of the inmates
Hendon, and quite *a few more have in the old man's home in “Blind Win
come in since that time. These are in dows” and last quarter as the clergy
charge of the student auditor at pres man in “Granite.”
ent, but announcement,of all petition
Those who are cast in “A Fool of a
ing candidates will be made next Man” are: Horace Bundy, Eugene
week.
Hunton; Mrs. Bundy, Helen Spencer;
May Write In Names
j Eddie, George Long. This play is un
In case only one petition is submit der the directipq of Marian Gline,
ted for an office, the student body will University senior.
be given the opportunity of writing in
“MarKhaF
the name of any eligible member at
“Marshall,” by Ferenc Molnar, fam
the primary election, Aber Day. ous Hungarian writer, will be pro
Otherwise the names to be announced duced for the first time in America
next week, will appear on the ballots by the Masquers. Molnar has written
Aber Day to determine the two final a large number of outstanding suc
contestants for each office.
cesses which have been produced ex
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INTERSCHOLASTIC
TRACK ATTENDANCE
MAY EXCEED 1,000

Of Oakes Are Features
First definite action in the Students’
Many Schools Respond to Bulletins; Entry Blanks, Complimentary
Interscholastic committee campaign
Of Meeting
Tickets Will Be Mailed This Week; Several Late Applications
for the Twenty-eightht Interscholastic
meet got under way yesterday, at the
In Little Theater Contest Refused
Mingling sorrow with enthusiasm,
committee’s meeting in Dean T. C.
Montana students last night said good
Spaulding’s office.
bye to Major Frank W. Milburn,
At this time, committee and division
More than 1,000 contestants from 140 high schools from every
retiring .Grizzly coach, and hello to
chairmen reported all progress accom
Bernard “Bunny” Oakes, his succes part of Montana will attend the twenty-eighth annual Interscholastic
plished to date. Campus decorations,
Track
meet, to be held in Missoula, May 13, 14 and 15,
sor, in the first S. O. S. of 1931, before
house decorations and publicity com
the steps of Main hall.
Bulletins concerning the meet were mailed out to all high schools
mittees reported and outlined their
“Singing on the Steps,” beloved and some time ago and since then, in- ~
plans. Dick Fox, Bear Paw Chief Griz- {
impressive Montana tradition, started quiries have been numerous, indicat school, turned in what was probably
zly, and Hazel Borders, adviser of the
promptly at 7:30 o’clock when Bob ing a growing interest in this big Mon the outstanding work of the meet,
Tanans, were Instructed to begin ar
Hendon, yell king, called four new tana classic. Entry blanks were sent when lie went 12:10 in the pole vault
ranging for cars to be used in trans
men to be tapped Bear Paw, sopho out during the past week, according to better the record of 11 feet 8%
porting contestants. This is one of the
more men’s honorary, to replace those to Dr. J. P. Rowe, head of the Inter inches set by Maxson of Flathead in
main problems facing the committee.
who did not return to school this scholastic committee. All complimen *1927 by almost 14 inches.
Nearly 100 automobiles are used by
Varnell Again Starter
tary tickets will be mailed out within
quarter.
the Bear Paws and Tanans during
George Varnell, sports editor of the
The new members of Bear Paw are: the next week.
Track vyeOk, in caring for the visitors.
Seattle
Times, recognized sports au
Jack Toole, Kippen; August Vidro,
Interest In Meet
Anaconda; Robert Schroeder, Mis
“More interest seems to be shown thority, and a member of the national
soula, and Michael Kennedy, Belt
this year than ever before,” Dr. Rowe committee on football rules, again will
Archie Grover, co-captain with said yesterday afternoon.' “Several serve as starter for the m eet It will
Emile Perey of Montana’s 1931 track schools are planning on sending their be his fifteenth year in this capacity.
Starting blocks will be used in the
team, was the first speaker introduced representatives by auto. In three or
by Hendon. Predicting a decisive vic four instances, schools are sending dashes this spring, for the first time.
tory over Montana State college this their entire senior classes to Missoula. This will eliminate delay and confus
year, Grover concluded his talk and Interest in the Little Theater tourna ion between heats. As in other years
called on Captain Perey, who added’ ment this year exceeds all others. golf and tennis meets again will be
held.
Cooney, Verheek and Overholser to Grover's predictions, and gave a With the entry date past, we are still
brief account of the work undertaken receiving applications for this tour
Are Recommended to Offices
and completed so far this season by ney, which we are obliged to turn
the track squad.
down.”
For Next Year
Carl Walker, president of the Asso
Missoula county high school won
ciated
students
spoke
of
the
“Major”
the 1930 meet with 32 1-3 points. Miles
Three recommendations for appoint
ments to student offices were ma^)e and his stay at the University. He City took second with 24, Butte and
Wednesday afternoon by the Publica then called on Major Milburn#for his Whitefish tied for third with 18, Bel
tions Board. They .are as follows: last public appearance to the student fry, Anaconda, Beaverhead county,
body.
Malta, Flathead county and Stevens- Annual Junior Prom Will Be Open
Walter P. Cooney, Missoula,.as editor
It was with regret that the “Major” ville being others to break into the
To AH Students This Year,
of the 1932 Sentinel; Joel F. Over
said
good-bye,
but
not
until
he
prom
According to Committee
scoring
columns consistently.
holser, Fort Benton, as business man
Records Set
ager of the 1931-32 Kaimin, and Her ised that Montana “Would always he
his
school,
and
in
his
opinion
the
Five
new
records
were
set
last
year
New plans were discussed for Jun
bert Verheek, Ogden, Utah, as busi
ness manager of the 1932 Sentinel. best in the country, next to his alma and one tied. Peden, diminutive speed ior Prom but are not specifically
mater, West Point.”
ster from Custer county, tied the definite, the members of the execu
These recommendations will be acted
Following Major Milburn’s talk, the record of 10 1-5 seconds in the cen tive committee of Junior Prom said
upon by Central Board at its next
group remianed silent for half a min tury, set by Moore of Granite in 1926. after their meeting Tuesday afternoon
meeting.
ute,
a tribute to the man who has in the 220-yard event, he set a new in Main hall. The dance will be open
Cooney, a junior in the School of
Journalism, has had considerable ex enshrined himself in their hearts dur record of 22 3-10 seconds, to break the to all students in school. This is not,
perience with year-book work, both ing his five-year stay at the University old mark of 22 3-5 first set by Buck according to the committee, a finan
in high school and college. He was on as .head football coach and comman Stowe, Missoula, in 1919, and subse cial move but a dance to include
Alumni, seniors and freshmen. The
the staff of the Bitter Root, Missoula der of the local unit of the R. O. T. C. quently equalled by four others.
“Bunny” Oakes, next introduced by
The record of 17 seconds for the freshmen were included because .many
County high school annual. Last year
Hendon,
made
his
first
appearance
as
high
hurdles,
first
set
by
J.
Covert
of
of them do not return and the dance
he was associate editor of one of the
books of the 1930 Sentinel. The past Montana’s new coach. Coach Oakes Billings in 1914, to be equalled later for those students will be a farewell.
Plans for the coronation of the Jun
year he has served as associate edi expressed satisfaction with the turn by four others, was scrapped last year
tor of the Sentinel, under Editor Larry out for spring football practices, and when Maple of Belfry stepped them off ior Prom queen will be revised. Her
invited the students to watch these
16 1-5. Pat Caven, Custer county, escort will consist of junior, sopho
Swanson.
v a member of the frosh squad, more and freshmen girls.
Overholser, also a junior in the workouts from the bleachers when
At the meeting the executive com
School of Journalism, has had con ever possible, during the time he is reeled off the low hurdles in 26 2-10,
here.
to break the record of 26% seconds mittee arranged the dates for the
siderable experience. For the past two
President
C.
H.
Clapp,
in
the
last
set
by
Cliff
Jacobson
of
Missoula,
in
sub-committee meetings. The dance
years he has served on the business
talk of the evening said good-bye 1927.
wil be an open air affair, probably
staff of the Kaimin. He also has had
again to Major Milburn, and welcomed
Walter Custer, Missoula county high to be held somewhere in the country.
practical experience in newspaper of
Coach
Oakes,
when
the
first
stroke
of
fices.
Verheek, a sophomore in the School | 8 o’clock by the University hall bell
halted his talk. The singing of “Col
of Business Administration, h a s
served the past year as assistant to lege Chums” concluded S. O. S.

Publications
Board Passes
On Petitions

Prom Committee
Makes Plans for
All-School Dance

Wesley Walcott, this year’s business
manager of the Sentinel.
Other business handled at this meet
ing of the board was the authoriza
tion of Theta Sigma Phi, women’s
journalism honorary, to go ahead with
the soliciting of local advertising for
“Campus Rakings,” annual razz sheet
which it puts out every Aber Day.

Montana Debate
Team Schedules
Three Contests

Milburn and Oakes Are
Honored by Missoulians
Com m ittees
A t Dinner Tuesday Night
A re Chosen More Than 300 Attend Football Banquet at Florence Hotel in Honor
Of Montana’s Past and Present FootbaD Coaches; Set
For Clean-up

Of Matched Golf Clubs Given to Milburn
Virgil Lockridge, Bob Allen, Henry
Brown and John Erickson Are
Major Frank W. Milburn was paid one of the most wonderful trib
utes ever offered to anyone by Missoula residents Tuesday night, and
Selected for Committee
at the same time Bernard F. Oakes was welcomed and made to feel
Two Aber Day committees were that he will receive every bid of aid and cooperation that the town can

made public yesterday. The High
Grant Kelleher, Edward Alexander Court committee headed by Virgil
Will
Make
Tour
of
Pacific
Lockridge with Bob Allen as his as
“The Play’s the Thing’ and “Olympia’
Coast Universities
sistant will have charge of a crew of
which have been staged by David Belfive men responsible for properties
asco, Eva Le Gallienne and the New
Grant Kelleher of Butte and Edward used in High Court procedure and the
York Theater Guild.
Alexander of Whitehall, both members arrangements of the men’s gymnasium
It is a powefful drama. Three of
of the sophomore class, were chosen for the dance Aber Day n ight Henry
the stars of ‘Granite,” winter quarter
as a debate team to make a trip to Brown and John Erickson have charge
major production, have been assigned
the coast They will represent the of all social arrangements and will
to roles in this play. This will be the
State University in three debates with select the chaperons and music for
last opportunity the campus will have
northwestern universities, May 3, 4 the dance th at night.
of seeing Albert Erickson perform.
and 5. The tour Includes Washington
Governor J. E. Erickson and Chan
Ruth Wold and Peter Meloy need no
State University, Whitman college and cellor M. A. Brannon will be invited
introduction to any one who saw their
the University of Idaho.
to
attend Aber Day, according to Billy
performance in the difficult play of
On,May 4, the team will go to Mos Rohlffs, clean-up day manager.
last quarter.
cow, where it will meet the Univer
Everything for Aber Day has been
“Marshall,” under the direction of sity of Idaho. On May 5, it will meet arranged except some minor things
Albert Erickson and Georgia Reckert, Washington State college a t Pullman,
which cannot be completed until the
will be played by: The Actor, Albert and on May 7, it will meet Whitman last couple of days. The county com
Erickson; Th6 Baron, Peter Meloy; college at Walla Walla, Washington. missioners have promised three trucks
The Baroness, Ruth Wold; The Doctor,
The original tour included the Uni and drivers and are arranging for
Taylor Gardner; The Servant, Georgia versity of Washington, University of three more which are at Lolo at pres
Reckert.
British Columbia, University of Ore ent.
Student Play
gon and Oregon State college, but
The official cars have been chosen,
“Not Uncommon, Either,” by Harold these schools have cancelled debate I and no other cars will be allowed on
Shaw, University sophomore, is an or schedules for the remainder of the the campus. This is a precautionary
iginal collegiate comedy presenting year. The question debated upon will measure to insure safety to the work
the typical college men and their girl be, Resolved: That the intervention of ing students and to eliminate the
friends. It is a play of tangled love the federal government in the wheat possibility of wrecks.
affairs written with collegiate flip situation through the Agricultural
Leo Kottas was appointed chief jus
pancy, a bit of burlesque and with a Marketing act has been, a detriment tice of the high court by Phi Delta
dash of satire.
to the farmer. Montana recently won Phi last week. He will be assisted by
The play, under the direction of a debate from Washington State on j Tom Bonner and Russell Smith, asso
Jean Graham, Frances Ruckman and the negative side of the latter ques ciate justices. Wesley Wertz will act
the author’s cooperation, is being tion.
as bailiff. Claude Johnson, Eugene
played by: Ethelbert, Gale Crowley;
Grant Kelleher and Edward Alex Grandey, Cliff Grlbble and George
Ted, Robert Busey; Gladyss, Virginia ander will leave Missoula on the third Allen will assist in the writing of of
Cooney; Prudence, Peg Price.
of May.
ficial documents.

offer. The occasion was the football^- ------------------------------------------------dinner given at the Florence hotel to Iln the town.
Chancellor M. A. Brannon spoke ex
Major Milburn and Bunny Oakes by
nearly three hundred friends and foot temporaneously on the subject of
sportsmanship, which he believes to
ball enthusiasts.
As a fitting climax to an evening be highly exemplified on the Montana
of praise, the major was presented a campus, and mentioned the regard in
set of matched golf clubs, the best set which the University athletic teams
that has ever been seen in Missoula. are held in Helena. He thanked those
present at the banquet for their sup
Speakers
W. L. Murphy, a former University port in school affairs.
Edward C. Mulroney, as he pre
quarterback, presided as toastmaster,
with Coach Milburn on one side of sented the set of clubs to the Major.outlined
the period of Milburn’s resi
him and Coach Oakes on the other.
Washington J. McCormick was the dence in Missoula, taking him a s . a
citizen
rather
than as a coach. The
first speaker of the evening, on “The
King Is Dead, Long Live the King.” friends he has made, the things he has
He sketched for the crowd the great done and the regret with which Mis
amount of time that an athlete puts soula sees him go were the main
in for his school, the strain and worry points of the talk.
Major Milburn’s Talk
of keeping up his grades and the small
reward that is his if he does not hap
Major Milburn, as he accepted the
pen to be a star or a letterman. Hum gift, spoke feelingly of the time he
orously, he suggested that players be has spent here, and stated that in his
given school credit for their work.
report to the Army, Missoula is listed
John L. Campbell, representing the as his permanent home. He expressed
“downtown coaches,” told of the great his appreciation for the cooperation
interest taken in University athletics extended him by Missoulians and in
by Missoulians, especially old time closing lauded the able assistance
players, and then introduced the new given him by Harry Adams. He asked
coach, telling of the impression made that Bunny Oakes be given the same
by Bunny upon all who had met him. help that he lias received. As the Ma
Mr. Oakes was brief in his response, jor finished speaking, the crowd arose
but all present felt his sincerity and and gave a wonderful ovation.
desire to produce a team of fighters
Entertainment during the evening
and sportsmen. He stated that he was provided by a trio composed of
planned no revolutionary changes, Marjory Dickinson, Margaret Price
and that he was glad to note the spirit and Helen Price and by Duffy’s serthat existed both on the campus and enaders.
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Petitions to A.S.U.M. Offices
ANDIDATES for official positions in the government of the Asso
ciated Students must turn in their petitions and certificates of
eligibility this afternoon at 4 o’clock. Primary elections for
offices in both the student organization and in various classes will be
held next week or the week after. The holding of Aber Day will de
termine the exact time of election.
In the last three or four years interest in the petitioning for offices
has been so lax as to hardly warrant holding a primary election on
Aber Day and a general election later in May! Indications this year
point toward an increased interest in a number of students petitioning
for offices, but the real proof comes in the vote count on election day.
Offices which will be contested this year are president, vice-presi
dent, business manager and secretary of the Associated Students and
class offices of president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer and
Central Board delegate.
As previously announced the Kaimin editor may not be a con
tested office this year. On Aber Day the revised amendment to the
constitution of the appointment of this office will be put to a vote.
Through an omission on the ballot last year, this revision did not
come to a vote. It should be in effect at present. With its passage
on Aber Day, the Kaimin editor will hereafter be appointed.
Although the candidates to the various offices contested will not
be known until just before the election, it is not too early to begin
campaigning for every student vote on Aber Day. It is the same story
for campus politics as for national: the primary election is the most
important and has the least out to vote and the most to grumble about
the results.
Voting is a privilege that has been fought for in history and it ap
pears to be unappreciated. Let’s have an all-campus vote at the
elections this year.

C

Their First Get-Together

S

SILK
HOSIERY
All the New Spring
and Summer
Shades
in
Chiffon and Service
Weight
$ 1

to $ 1 . 9 5

Notices
THE
U
D
D

Students ’ A rt Work
Is on Display Now

S p o r t O x fo rd s
$5 and $6

Golf Hose
$1.50 to $2.50
BARNEY’S FASHION SHOP
PETERS & LaQRANDEUR
Proprietors

O ur

Triangle Room
Solves the Problem of the Gathering Place
For the In-between Group’s Size
For Your Next Dinner Ask About It

The Florence Hotel

Lists for those who intend to go
out for a team in tennis, track, base
ball, golf or archery in women’s phy
sical education, will be posted and
will remain on the bulletin board in
the women’s gymnasium until Monday
afternoon. By th at time all entrants
m ust have signed.
All women eligible for teams must
practice twice a week. Honor points
will be awarded those individuals who
successfully pass tests to be given
soon in track, swimming and tennis.
These points may apply toward the
W. A. A. 1,000 points.

E

Don’t forget to remind nncle, dear
children, of the one day of the spring
quarter when he m ust arise early.
That is the day of the band concert,
because uncle wants to go, and m ust
dub his daily round early in the
morning so that his afternoon will be
free. If he fails to remember to get
early, he m ust do without his game
bf golf, because nothing can keep
uncle from a- band concert So please
emember, children, because your old
uncle sometimes becomes a bit con
fused about things.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
April 10, Friday
Kappa S ig m a................................................................... Novelty Dance
Associated Non-Fratemity and Non-Sorority Students.................Dance
Sigma C h i...................................................................................... Fireside
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.................................................................... Fireside
April 11, Saturday Corbin H a ll...................................................................................... Dance
Delta Delta Delta............................................................................. Formal
Kappa D e lta ..................................................................................Fireside
North Hall
.................
Dance

It’s just as one of our nieces said:
Corbin Hall
“In the spring quarter there are al
Corbin hall spring informal will be
ways so many things coming up.”
given Saturday evening. On the recep
tion committee is Lucy Charlesworth,
An oversight has caused the night Nita Zumwalt, Norma Flick, Alice
watchman to complain bitterly. The Cowan, Betty Carruthers, Helen Hus
fault lies entirely with uncle, too. He ton, Georgia Reckert, M arion. Sands,
forgot to officially declare the open and Margaret Griffing; on the pro
ing of the bleacher season, and the gram committee, Thelma Bjorneby,
watchman is having a time explaining Elizabeth Hansen, Mary Voyer, Alice
it on his nocturnal rounds.
Doull, and on the chaperon and punch
committees, Ruth Provost, Margaret
Without further ado» children, we O’Neil, Genevieve Woodard, Frances
hereby declare the bleacher season Madison, Ellen Alden and . Sheila
open and announce a new set of rules. Brown.
Mary Mable Reichel was a dinner
Rule 1—The Time and Place.
Section 1. There is always a proper guest of Mary Hamilton Tuesday eve
ning.
time and a proper place.
Miss Gertrude Crane, dean of
Sec. 2. The proper time is when
women at Intermountain college, Hel
the watchman is not around.
Sec. 3. The proper place, when the ena, will be a guest of Mrs. F. K.
moon is just peeping over the edge Turner aver the weekend avt Corbin
Sentinel, is not in the press box, be hall.

cause silhouettes shall not be dis
played.
Rule 2—The Play
Section 1. The length of the game
will be as long a s . possible and it will
not be divided into periods unless it
is necessary to scratch the back, blow
the nose or look around for the night
atchman. ,
Article 1. An explanation must
be offered by whichever side first
declares intermission, after which
the play will resume as soon as
possible.
Sec. 2. Teams shall make every
effort to avoid interference with an
other set of players.
Rule 3—Players and Equipment
Section 1. No player shall wear
equipment which in the opinion of
the officials endangers other players.
Sec. 2. No player shall be barred
because of speed, color of eyes or
hair, or former condition of servi
tude.
Article 1. Blondes preferred, how
ever.
Rule 4—Eligibility for Amateur
Competition
Section 1. Juniors will be entered
as amateurs. Freshmen will, with the
sophomores, be entered as profes
sionals.
Article 1. Seniors are ineligible
because they should know better.
Rule 5—Penalties
Section 1. The only penalty is get
According to Professor C. H. Rieting caught, or getting one of the
dell of the Department of Pine Arts,
players home late.
an exhibit of student work will be
arranged and put on display this
Disillusionment
weekend.
It will consist of outstanding work There’s a certain fascination
of the winter quarter in courses 12abc, To a grove of trees at night,
23abc and 125, also research work in A queer hallucination
costume design and color analysis. That puts reasoning to flight.
Approximately four hundred different You seldom feel
items will be shown. In connection On even keel
with this display, Curtis Barnes will Beneath the moon’s deceiving light.
show a few imaginative illustrations.
You think her eyes are pretty blue,
Her figure rates okay
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.
You’re sure at last, here’s something
new,
A love that’s going to stay.
New
But your mistake
Comes when you take
A look at her in light of day,

TARTING their organization out with a bang, the barbs of the
University campus will hold their first social get-together in the
women’s gymnasium tonight. The dance, an informal mixer,
will begin at 9 o’clock, with music of the best, a good floor, and
the prophecy of a good crowd to make the occasion one of the best
dances of the spring quarter.
In that the organization formed by the barbs last week and named
the Associated Non-Fratemity and Non-Sorority Students of the Uni
versity of Montana, is one of the largest student organizations on the
campus, it is natural that all of its members are not well-acquainted
with one another, at least not as well known as the members of such
a social group should be. It was decided, therefore, that an informal
mixer was the best way for all of them to get together and become
better acquainted, with a resultant closer working unit than could
be obtained among an unacquainted group, no matter under what
standards it was organized.
The dance this evening is all that the name implies— an informal
mixer. Dates are not necessary, as every barb on the campus as a
member of the organization is urged to come and will be welcomed.
The informal air that should go with an informal dance will prevail,
no doubt, for the interest that has thus far been manifested in the
new.organization indicates that its first dance will be as successful as
its first meeting.
Tickets for the dance are only 25 cents for everyone, man or co-ed,
and the fun you will have on that 25 cents will more than equal that
had at any $1 dance of the year. It’s a bet!— M. W.
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North Hall
North hall’s spring informal dance
is ^scheduled io r Saturday evening.
The program committee is composed
of Virginia Warden and Ruth Wold;
chaperon committee, Betty Nofsinger,
Mary Sulgrove, Jean McElroy; music
committee, Madeline Werness, Helen
Blggane, Mary Nash; reception com
mittee, Jane Thelen, Ruth Wold, Berneis Pomeroy, Grace Johnson.
Dinner guests at North hall Wednes
day evening were Dean Burley Miller,
Martha Busey, Dorothy Chesley, Mary
Breen, Margaret McKay, Kathleen
Fitzgerald, Virginia Malloy and Mrs.
Arthur Kinkle.
Delta Delta Delta entertained last
evening for their pledges at a buffet
supper at the chapter home on Daly
avenue. Immediately afterwards both
active and pledge groups were guests
of Mrs. William Angus a t her home
on Beckwith avenue. A lovely lunch
was served a t the close of the evening.
Eleanor McDonald was a guest at
dinner last Sunday of Delta Delta
Delta and Wednesday evening Rachel

Psychologist
Speaks Here
On April 27
Ruckmick, Iowa Professor, Speaks
On Facial Expression in
Emotion

Christian A. Ruckmick, eminent
psychologist, will be in Missoula,
April 27, at which time he will give
an illustrated talk at University Main
hall on “Facial Expression in Emo
tion.” Dr. Ruckmick. who is professor
of psychology and director of the
psychological research laboratory at
the University of Iowa, Iowa City, has
spent the greater part of his time for
the past several years in making de
tailed researches into the field of emo
tion. His stay at Missoula, sponsored
by the University Department of Psy
chology, will be made while on a lec
Disillusioned, then you stage
ture tour of western states. Dr
A daylight love affair
Ruckmick is considered by fellow psy
To find by night, your daytime rage
chologists as the ultimate authority on
Is more than you can bear.
his subject.
You say adieu
Dr. Ruckmick’s talk at this time is
And swear that you
especially timely, as there is a wide
Have changed to bachelor then and
spread interest at present in the study
there.
of facial expression in relation to emo
tion, trying to co-relate the two. The
You woman-hate for just a week
study is valuable in matters of social
Before you tire of men,
control and in gaining a better under
Unwillingly, then you seek
standing of personality, by being able
To date some willing wren.
to interpret emotions by facial ex
And find that night
pression. “Points which will be dis
The moon’s pale light
cussed by Dr. Ruckmick at his lec
Has forced you back in love again
ture b^re On April 27 may be used to
advantage in the carrying on of daily
business, or in daily contacts,” accord
SPECIAL!
ing to Professor F. O. Smith, head of
the Department of Psychology at the
B ro ad c h ec k W e a v e University. Dr. Ruckmick, who is
graduate of Amherst and gained his
P o u n d P ap er
Ph.D. at Cornell, has conducted actual
<10 Sheets
tests in his research laboratory at
25 Envelopes
Iowa University.
Both
The talk will be held at Main hall
49c
of the University, 8:15 p. m., with an
admission of 25 cents. Tickets will be
Public Drug Store
on sale by April 20, and may be
Florence Hotel
bought either at Main hall at that time
or at the door.

Spafford was dinner g u e st Shirley
Miller, who is teaching in Camas
Prairie, was a guest over the weekend
of Delta Delta Delta.
Dinner guests at the Phi Sigma
Kappa house Wednesday night were
R. L. Housman, George Adams, Bob
Hendon, Deane Jones, Dee Cooper and
Fritz Blake.
Mrs. L. S. Cunningham, Jean Mc
Elroy, Margaret O’Neil, Rachel Spaf
ford and Dorothy Hannifin were din
ner guests a t the Alpha Phi house
Thursday night.
Miss Sigrid Nawson, who has been
a guest a t the Kappa Kappa Gamma
house for the past two weeks, has re
turned to her home in Two Dot.
Miss Veueta Slack, formerly a stud
ent a t the University of Montana, was
m arried Sunday, April 5, in Kalispell,
to Mr. Neil J. O’Connell of th at city.
Esmond Riberdy of St. Regis is
spending a few days a t the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house.
Mary Voyer was a dinner guest of
Delta Gamma last Wednesday n ight
Gladys Shuck, who is attending the
University of Wisconsin, is a guest of
the Delta Gamma house.
Dinner guests a t the Alpha Xi Delta
house Tuesday night were Emma
Boles and Belle Everett.
Bob and *Ted Cooney, Robert John
son and Don Paddock are weekend
guests a t the S. A. E. house.
Miss Catherine White, University li
brarian, was a guest at the Sigma
Chi house for dinner Sunday.
Alice Taylor was a dinner guest at
the Kappa Kappa Gamma house last
Thursday.
Mabel Murchison and Joyce Don
aldson were dinner guests of Sigma
Kappa last n ight
Robert Morehouse and L o r e
Thomas were dinner guests at the
Sigma Kappa house last Sunday.

Art Department
Displays Drawings
An exhibition of 40 silhouette draw
ings, scheduled to arrive last week,
reached here Monday afternoon and
is on display in the Department of
Fine Arts. It will be shown here until
April 17. There will be a public exbition of them Sunday afternoon from
3 to 6 o’clock.
Among the silhouettes are drawings
of Red Riding Hood, Jack and Jill,
Little Tom Thumb, The Pied Piper of
Hamelin, Sleeping Beauty, Washingt o n Capitol, Solitude, Windmill,
Springtime and Yachts. There is also
a special group of ten silhouettes of
German castles.

For the Latest Shoe Repairing
See

The Leading Shoe Shop
614 South Higgins
J. A. LACASSE, Prop.

HEALS LIKE MOTHER COOKS

Home Cooking Cafe
Reasonable Kates (or
University Students
511 South Higgins

Dean T. C. Spaulding of the School
of Forestry will be the principal
speaker at. tonight’s meeting of the
American Association of University
Professors, to be held at the Y. W.
C. A.
“Some Notes on the Objectives of
the School of Forestry” will be the
topic of Dean Spaulding’s talk.

R.O.T.C. students, other than fresh
men, may present excuses for absence
directly to Captain Fred B. Rogers,
for action, between the hours of 12:30
and 1:30 o’clock on Wednesdays.
The R.O.T.C. armory will be open
each Wednesday from 9 until 12
o’clock and each Thursday from 1:30
to 4 o’clock, for the purpose of giving
each student an opportunity to clean
the rifle assigned to his care.
Capt. F. B. Rogers.
There will be a very important
meeting of Bear Paw next Wednesday
evening, April 15. This has to do with
Interscholastic Meet and it is abso
lutely necessary th at every member
be present. It will be a t 7:30 o’clock
in room 204 of the Forestry building.
There will be a fine of 25 cents for
every member who is absent
Dick Fox, Chief Grizzly.
All students registered for the
archaelogical survey course this quar
ter, or those with incompletes should
be ready to go in the field during
Track Meet vacation. A limited num
ber of interested persons not students
will be taken if they desire to go.
Psi Chi will m eet a t the home of Dr.
F. O. Smith, 408 Daly avenue, Tues
day evening a t 7:30 o’clock. This is
the first meeting of the quarter and
it is im portant th at all members be
there.

April
Is the M onth of
Sophistication
A hat may make
or mar your
outfit. Nineteen
thirty-one brings the
nonchalant brim . . .
pleated and

Senior sweaters are available at the
Sport Shop now. They are white
sleeveless, slip-over, numeral sweat
ers, costing $3.25.
George Haney, Senior Class President.

cut . . . with
smooth-fitting
snugness . . .
redolent of

Students are urged to call for the
refunds from their medicine and drug
bills as soon as possible.
Health Service.
Newman club will m eet Sunday fol
lowing 9 o’clock mass.

Spring.

J ifM o fw te

Lost—Stetson .hat on ML Sentinel
Please return to Kaimin office.
Alice Doull and Robert Corkish
visited at their homes in Butte over
the weekend.
There was a Pan-Hellenic meeting
Tuesday evening at Main hall from
8 o’clock until 8:45.

M ISS
C O -E D
THE RAINBOW BEAUTY SHOP
is now featuring Fashion’s fore
most, the “NEW FRIGIDINE”
permanent wave.
Positively the quickest and
coolest of methods, insuring you
a permanent wave of lustre and
beauty in a loose marvel effect
or tight waves or ringlets for
the “spring activities.”
TERRY GILMORE, former in
structor in the Frigidine* method
a t the Chicago Hairdressing
Academy, will have charge of
our permanent wave depart
ment.

The Rainbow Beauty Shop
Phone j our appointment to 8442

Razz-Diggers
Campus dirt is now being cleaned
up from all parts of the campus. Be
on your watch for the dirt chasers.
The Theta Sigs are dashing around
with open eyes and qgtrs in search of
more filth to be published in their
annual Campus Rakings, razz sheet,
on Aber Day.
The dirt done is done and the time
is coming when a fervorous hilarity,
will zoom upon all the students un
aware of such dirt spilt during the
year.
Doubtless many students will not
rest till these small yellow sheets full
of razz are set before the eyes of all
guilty offenders of the past year. Cam
pus Rakings will be a razzing good
sheet this Aber Day, so hope for the
best

SPAULDING SPEAKS TO A.A.U.P.

Jewels
fo r D a y
fo r N igh t

Jewels are prominent in
the street or daytime en

Im portant

semble and in the evening

D ates in

costume.

cH istory

Come in and let us show
you the latest in design and

Saturday night dances, fratern
ity parties, the “Prom” . . .
we’re speaking, of course, of im
portant dates in a college girl’s
history I As soon as you’re dated
up for the next party . . . dash
down here to see our new eve
ning things. They’re lovelier than
ever this year . . . romantic and
alluring . . . and our prices are
as delightfully low as ever!

coloring in oip beautiful line
of costume jewelry.

A smart group at $14J 5
J. C P E N N E Y
Company, Inc.

B.&H.
Jewelry Co.

TH E MO NT ANA KAI MI N
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S ta te B oard University Ranks Program for
in Freshman
M eets H ere High
Psychology Test Grizzly Band
New and former students not in attendance the school year, 1930Early inWeek
Tour Is Given
31 and entering the spring quarter have been arranged in the following
SPRING QUARTER DIRECTORY
SUPPLEM ENT IS PUBLISHED

Don't Miss

Smith's Daughter
Leaves for Spokane

Helen Fleming, talented eccentric
dancer, at the Wilma theater April 18. Jean Smith Plays. Violin in Northwest
She is even more fascinating this year
Orchestral Conference
Montana Ranks 45 Among 137 Schools
than two years ago.
Which Conduct Psychological
Dick O’Malley and James Speer in
directory form by the registrar’s office. The information is the same
Examinations
Home Concert on the Oval April one of the greatest comedy skits of Jean Smith, daughter of Professor
as was in the student directory for the autumn quarter and includes Board Recommends Increase in
F. O. Smith of the Department of
the year. You will remember Dick in Psychology, left last Monday night
26 Is Included in Quarter
the names, alphabetically listed, th e ^
Allotment for School of.
State University of Montana ranks
Hl-Jinx—he is even better in this for .Spokane, where she will attend the
home addresses, majors, ranks, Mis Butte; Journ., Fr.; 1011 Gerald Aye.,
Program
Journalism
among the highest third of 137 insti
role.
soula addresses and telephone num 3880.
Northwest High School Orchestral
tutions conducting freshmen psycholo
Fleming, Burtt, 28 Eureka Aye.,
bers of the students. The registrar's
The Warden sisters in several of conference. Students of musical ability
In" preparation for the trip to Kalis the most popular song hits of the selected from the high schools of
Inadequacy of the allotment for the gical examinations.
office suggests that you paste this Wyandotte, Mich.; For., Jr.; 441 Daly
According to word received from pell, Whitefish and St. Ignatius the year. If you have already heard them Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Mon
Journalism building was recognized
list in the back of your student direc Aye., 3686.
Fletcher, Estelle, 324 F irst St. W., by the State Board of Education Professor L. L. Thurstone of the De Grizzly band is working hard this sing together you won’t miss them, tana will take part in the conference,
tory for the autumn quarter, making
partment
of Psychology of the Univer week. April 24, 25 and 26, George Bov- and If you have not—well, you just
which
met
in
Missoula
last
Monday
Roundup; Jour., F r.; 230 McLeod Aye.,
it complete for the year.
which lasts from April .6 to 9 inclu
sity of Chicago, the University of ingdon, instructor, has planned an ex can’t
afternoon and Tuesday morning.
sive.
Armstrong, Allene, Box 169, Lewis 4774.
The plans for the new building were Montana ranks 45 out of 137, or in the ceptionally good program to be fea
Fry, Clyde, Missoula; For., So.;
The combined orchestra will appear
ton, Idaho; Bus. Ad., Jr.; 298 E. Front
Billie Burke & lost without his
approved and will be recommended to highest one-third, in the freshman tured in each town on this trip.
441% S. Fifth S t E.
brother Allan in the famous tumbling at the meeting of the Inland Empire
S t, 5762.
The band will leavS on two busses
Gail, Charles N., 225 W. Main St., the state board of examiners. Further psychological examinations conducted
Teachers’
association and it will also
act—but he is a great hit in a single I
Arness, May Adele, 112 S. Fifth St.,
Medford,* Ore.; A.S.-Pre. Bus. Ad., So.; allotment will be requested of the at registration time last fall for the on the morning of Friday, April 24. An role—and not tumbling. See him not broadcast from the Spokane station..
Livingston; Journ., F r.; North Hall,
state legislature at its next session use of the American Council on Edu afternoon concert will be given in the
420 University Ave., 400L
Miss Smith plays the first violin in
as a “Joker” but as “Mr. Wrong.”
3E.
Mission under the auspices of the high
Hansen, Elizabeth, Superior; A. S.- for the completion of construction and cation.
Marion Smith and Jean Cunningham the Missoula county high school or
Boyd, Esther E., Hobson; A.S.-Engl., Engl., Jr.; Corbin Hall, 2N.
Scores from 137 institutions were school there. Following this the band
equipment
chestra.
are
even
more
entertaining
this
year
Sr. (Lr.); 509 Connell Are., 4624.
It is hoped that the building will sent to Chicago and were statistically will tour to Kalispell where an eve
"Hansen, Siguard T., Missoula; A.S.than ever before. Both Smithy and
be completed for dedication by June, treated to determine the median score. ning concert will be played under the
Brockway, Phyllis (Mrs.), Missoula; Econ., J r .; 527 Eddy Ave., 2733.
Mary Shoenhals was in Corbin, hall
Jean are clever, fascinating and very
A.S.-Home Ec„ So.; 612 Plymouth S t,
Ladiges, Raymond, Alberton; For., 1932, at which time the first alumni It was found th at the median score auspices of the Flathead county high entertaining.
infirmary for a few days.
for all the institutions was 141.43.
school. At Whitefish on the evening
reunion will be held.
5476.
Sr.; 732 Gerald Ave., 2570.
The string quartet which will be
The median score for the 320 stud of the twenty-fifth the band will per
“Completion of the building and the
Castor, Clarence, 427 W. Kiernan
Lovely, Richard H., 906 Fourth S t,
presented by the Alpha Phis on April
installation of all necessary' equip ents tested at the State University of form at the Boy Scout auditorium and 18.
S t, Spokane, Wash.; A.S.-Fr.; South Deer Lodge; Unci.; South Hall, IE.
Montana
was 142 according to Pro from there will return home to give a
ment
will
be
impossible
with
the
Hall. 3E.
Ludlow, John, Missoula; A.S.-Engl.,
The Beef act—it’s a riot and chock
$109,740 allotted for the school by the fessor F. O. Smith of the Department concert at the University. The home
Cates, Dillard, Victor; Educ.-Gr.; Sr. (l.r.); 402 S. Second S t W.
full of comedy, pathos and tears.
Penwell Hotel, 4964.
McCarthy, Mary C., Northcliffe legislature,” President G. H. Clapp of psychology, who conducted the test concert will he given on the Oval at
The flying of printers’ ink and the
4 o’clock, Sunday, April 26.
Crawford, William, Missoula; Bus. Apts., Seattle, W n.r A.S.-Engl., So.; said. ‘The next legislature will be pe a t Missoula.
low-down behind the scenes in news
The program to he given b y the
titioned f o r sufficient additional
Ad., Sr.; 403 Eddy Ave., 2706.
North Hall, 3E.
paper makeup. You will get the
band will be as follows:
Cure, Orln, Missoula; A.S.-PreMahrt, Lena (Mrs.), Bonner; A.S.- amount to complete construction of
biggest surprise of your life. See how
March, Century of Progress___.Weber
the top floor interior and to secure
Legal, So.; 525 Alder S t
Pre. Educ., So.; Bonner.
news is handled and what constitutes
Overture, Martha___ _
Flotow
Dodge, Dorothy, Missoula; S. & T., " Mueller, Dorothy, Missoula; A.S.- lacking equipm ent”
news. Maybe a man biting a dog isn’t
Suite, Battle Egyptian_______ Luigini
The site selected for the new build
Sp.; 804 Cherry S t, 2508.
For. Lang., Gr.j 511 Beckwith Ave.,
S tu d e n t T ru n k s
news—well, don’t miss it.
Liebestraum, Dream of Love___ Liszt
ing is just west of the School of For
Egan, James H., 805 Diamond S t, 3278.
Rowe Morrell in an entirely new
Mazurka Russe, La Czarlne___ Ganne
estry
and
will
be
the
second
building
Phelan, Warren, Chinook; Pharm.,
role. You will, remember him as the
Suite, (a) Atlantis..................-Safranec
in a quadrangle centering on the oval.
So.; South Hall, 2E.
great lover in Hi-Jinx. Well, you will
(b) Gavotte _r___ _
. Safranec
Members of the board were guests
Phillips, Lillian C., Missoula; Unci,
be surprised on April 18, a t the Wilma
W E HAK E YOUR CLOTHES
Oriental Phantasy, In a Chinese Tem
at
the
noon
lunch
at
South
hall
Mon
(l.r.); 540 Daly Ave., 4952.
theater.
LIK E NEW
ple G arden______________ Ketelby
Porter, Clarence S., Missoula; A.S.- day and Tuesday a luncheon was held Loren Thomas and Lorraine Rowe
Junior Dean, for he will have you
for
them
at
the
Florence
hotel
by
a
Grand
Fantasia,
Maritana_____
_ - - ■.
Phys. Educ., Sr. (l.r.); 344 S. Fourth
smiling, laughing, crying when he
—------ ---------------- r Moses-Tobani
group of Missoula business men.
Are Nominated for Award
Fashion Club Cleaners S t W., 4928.
tunes in at the Wilma theater.
Those attending the board meeting
DIAL 2661
Redfern, Mary L. (Mrs.), Missoula;
In Pharmacy
John Curtis as the flirting, coy and
were: Governor John E. Erickson and
Educ., Jr.; 240 Brooks S t, 4658. '
sweet wife of General Motors. He is
Specializes in
Scott, Helen M., 1925 Argyle S t, Elizabeth Ireland from Helena, W. H.
Loren Thomas, Sheridan, and Lor
a good wife until he meets the hand
Johnson
of
Billings,
M.
Murray
of
Butte; A.S.-Engl., So.; North Hall,
raine Rowe, Terry, seniors in the
some young dentist. Then—well, don’t
Glasgow, W. S. Davidson of Bozeman,
Fine
2W.
School of Pharmacy, are candidates
miss it at the Wilma theater April 18.
REAL
Shull, Helen E., Missoula; Educ., S. D. Largent of Great Falls, Frank this year for the Fairchild scholar
VARSITY VODVIL, “The Greatest
HAMBURGERS
Eliel
of
Dillon,
A.
O.
Gullidge
of
Gr.; 420 E. Front St., 2612.
HOME-COOKED
ship, through which a cash award of
Show of the Year,” a t the Wilma the
BEER
Stegner, Guy T., Missoula; Bus. Ad., Baker, William Meyer of Butte and $500 is offered the winner for use in
ater April 18.
FOOD
J. Howard Toole of* Missoula.
Dean T. C. Spanlding Made Chairman
Gr. (h r.); 430 Plymouth St., 3355.
MALTED MILKS
securing an advanced degree in
Of
Big
Event
of
1932;
Bill
at
Missoula;
Tom
Mooney,
Missoula,
and
Story, Leland A., W lnnett; A.S.pharmacy.
Boone Heads Students
Gerald Alquist, Conrad.
Pre. Bus. Ad., So.; 732 Gerald Ave.,
For
Hungry
Students
Contestants must be graduates of a
Local alumni of the University of
2570.
School of Pharmacy belonging to the
Montana,
will
be
headed
by
Emerson
Voight, Harold, Manhattan; Pharm.,
With
almost
15
months
before
the
Asspciation of American Colleges of
So.; 202 S. Fifth S t E.
Pharmacy, a membership attained by alumni reunion in June, 1932, the big Stone. Alumni will be reached by
Voyer, Mary, Montana Hotel, Ana
about 55 out of a possible 70 colleges gest event of such a nature in the Uni every possible means, in an effort to
conda; Music., Fr.; Corbin Hall, 2S.
of pharmacy. The examination, which versity’s history, plans already are work up enthusiasm for a successful
homecoming.
White, Robt B., 307 W. Park St.,
136 N. Higgins
is written, is scheduled for Monday, being laid and a general plan of pro
Butte; A.S.-Pre. Bus. Ad., So.; 500 Heettng Will Be Hold Hay 14 and 15 June 8, and may be completed June 9. cedure outlined.
University Ave., 3741.
Dean T. C. Spaulding, of the School
In Journalism Shack During
Subjects covered include pharmaceu
Withrow, Elizabeth, Essex; A.S.J
Track Week
tical arithmetic, pharmaceutical bot of Forestry, has been named general Get Your Toasted Sandwiches
A N N O U N C IN G
So.; 813 Hilda Ave., 2535.
chairman
in charge of the reunion.
any and biology, technical a n d
— at—
Wold, Oliver, Laurel; A.S.-Econ.,| The complete list of high school j industrial pharmacy, pharmacognosy, Dean Spaulding was head of the
528 Daly Ave., 3719.
The
papers entered for the High School *pharmaceutical chemistry, organic committee which handled Montana’s
Let Us Supply Your Needs
Editorial contest to be held May 14, and Inorganic, therapeutics and toxi first big homecoming several years
Sunshine Gandy Shop
ago. He has had a great deal of ex
, for that
GROUP ATTENDS FORT
15, are now on file with Mrs. Inez cology.
The deans of the schools of pharm perience with similar affairs.
OWEN MEMORIAL MEET Abbot, instructor in the School of
At an Informal meeting yesterday
FORMAL or FIRESIDE
Journalism. The number has now acy are at present being called upon
Professor Paul C. Phillips, Washing reached a total of 48. The papers have to offer suggestions and vote upon afternoon, first organization of a*stud
TIRED EYES HANDICAP
Bowls and glasses furnished free. ton J. McCormick, Missoula, and A1 been ranked according to their re changes in the subjects offered appli ent committee to work with the fac
ANY STUDENT
Partoll, former student were in Stev- spective classes and are as follows: cations in competition for the Fair- ulty was chosen. Bill Boone, Deer
W e .have secured the agency
Lodge,
was
selected
general
chairman
scholarship.
MAJESTIC CANDY & ensville attending the Fort Owen Class A entries: The Mountain child
, for these ultra modem Beauty
The record of the Montana candi in charge of the student committee. If your eyes strain while read
Memorial association meeting last eer, Butte; The Konah, Missoula; The
Aids.
Beautiful Women have
BEVERAGE CO.
weekend. They inspected the ruins of Nugget, Helena; Flathead Arrow, dates from 1922 to the present are as Bob Hendon, Lewistown, also will ing, have us examine them now.
s p r e a d the fa m e o f th e se
serve on this group.
the fort while there.
Kalispell; The Gallatin High News, follows: Luke Garvin, ’22, second
w
o
n
d
e
rfu l p r e p a r a tio n s .
Reasonable
prices,
As yet, the Publicity committee,
The Fort Owen Memorial associa Bozeman; Iniwa, Great Falls, The place; Forest C. Flora, *23, sixth
*Ask to see them.
tion was- formed to preserve and Fergus, Lewistown, and The Kyote, place; Theodore Walker, ’24, and handling the public relations end of
ir
Eloise Patten, seventh; John Jarussi, the reunion, is the only one to be
restore the ruins of the old fort.
Billings.
Include a
selected. John Curtis, Libby, was
Class B entries: The Beaver, ’25, second, and Hershall Hoskins, chosen chairman of this division.
HARKNESS DRUG
Fem e .Reeve has withdrawn from Dillon; Central Breeze, Whitefish; fifth; Chester Christianson, *25, sec
Working with him will be Freda Mcschool.
129 East Broadway *
Klein Hi Messenger, Klein; Butte ond; Frank Lindlief, ’27, seventh; no Cralg, Great F alls; Patricia Regan,
PRODUCT
Central Boys’, Butte; Butte Central contestant in ’28, and in the two fol
Girls’, Butte and the Rodeo, Roundup. lowing years Rex Whitaker competed
in Every Meal
MISSOULA
Class C: The Owl, Shelby; Echoe, with a rating of twelfth in ’29 and
LAUNDRY CO.
The delicious flaror
S t Vincent’s Academy, Helena; The thirteenth in ’30, although he made a
PHONE
3118
of DaCo HEAT
Prairie Dog, Galata; The Tattler, score of 88 with 95 the highest. The
Hakes every meal
HAT BLOCKING
Stanford; The Searchlight, Harlow- highest showing was made by Chester
A savory treat.
DRY CLEANING
ton; The Whirlwind, Harlem; Old Christianson, who in ’25 lacked only
Fort Sentinel, Fort Benton; The one-third of one per cent of equalling
DaCo HAH and BACON
the winning score.
Scoop, Geraldine, and Cafbon Copy,
And LABD
The tests are unusually difficult and
Red Lodge.
Hakes resisting
scientifically exact. In addition com
Class
D
entries:
Carter
Broad
D ay -Night
Terribly hard.
petition
is sharpened by the fact that
PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL caster, Ekalaka; Granite County Pros no pharmacist having a degree from
pector, PhiUpsburg; Boomerang, FlorTry our SAUSAGE
1 p a s s e n g e r ______________ 85c
ence-Carlton; The Gusher, Whitetail; a school of sufficiently high standard
And FBE8H HEAT too;
2 p a s s e n g e rs _____________ 60c
Spotlight, Darby; Savage Signal, Sav is barred. Many of the forty usual
Ton’ll find It’s best
8 p a s s e n g e rs _____________ 75e
age;
Crazy Mountain Monitor, Clyde contestants have completed study and
From roast to stew.
4 passengers ___________ $1.00
Park; Lodestar, Lima; Noxon Star, practice in the basal sciences and
(16 block limit)
Noxon; Sagebrush Saga, Jordan; medicine before securing a pharmacy
Lambert Hi-Flyer, Lambert; The Bull degree and entering the contest.

Scholarship
Candidates
Are Chosen

50c

TheMissoulaClub

P la n s for F irs t
Montana Reunion
Are Progressing

High Schools File
All Entries for
Editorial Contest

PUNCH

fan.

Beauty
i'Aids

Barnett Optical Co.

DaCo

McCr a c k e n ’s

TAXI

Last Showing of Anniversary
Specials

JOHN R. DAILY CO., Inc.

116 W. Front S t
Phone 2181
BRANCH—MODEL MARKET
509 N. Higgins
Phone 2885

Taxi Service la the City
Hlssonla. Montana

DON’T WALK

CALL US

FREE DELIVERY
When you need drugs or toilet articles give us a ring and
we will deliver promptly and without charge.

Missoula Drug Company
Phone 3171

FOX-WILMA

FO X -R1ALTO

TODAY AND SATURDAY!

STARTING SATURDAY!

f iiir

Parad

n JACK DOIT
TOM MOOftC

coMTMHnmmi

Movie Critics Say T P s the Best
of All the Underworld Pictures"
SUNDAY!
Lawrence Tibbetts la
“THE PRODIGAL”

NOTEIACT1

GENTLEMEN
victo u TUh a g u n
: MOWITOm MCTMI

Taken from the story, “Over
the Border*—and it’s the best
outdoor picture In many weeks.

dog, Bainville; The Owl, Rudyard;
Mildred Sage, Mildreif; Jefferson
Wave, Cardwell; The Hornet Reflector,
White Sulphur Springs; Broadwater’s
“Old Baldy,” Townsend; Phillips
County News, Malta; 'Vjxe Terrier,
Terry; The Yellowstone, Worden; The*
Lavinian, Lavina; The Tattler, Brock
way; Bear Facts, Bearcreek; The
Corvallis Echo, Corvallis, and The
Submarine, Belfry.
MATH CLUB MEETS
Math club, an organization for ma
jors and minors in the Department of
Mathematics, held the first meeting of
the quarter Wednesday night at 7:30
o’clock at Craig hall. Dick Thomas
talked on “Involutes and Evolutes.”
Plans were made for the club’s annual
picnic, which will be held two weeks
from now.

Catholic Students
Will Hold Meeting
There will be a regular meeting of
the Newman club, organization for
Catholic students, following 9 o’clock
mass Sunday morning.
Ed LaYasseur and Helen Helean
will offer several clog, tap and softtoe dances and Mr. LaVasseur will
sing several numbers. Mrs. Laura
Nooney will act as accompanist

It Pays to Look Your Best

Spring
Sport
Dresses

Early
Spring
Coats

Jabots, s h,o r t sleeves,

Featuring new light wool
ens, chongella, duotweeds,
lidocloth, woolen crepes.

yokes in rayon flat crepes.

$2.95

$9.75 “>$19.75

Patronize

The G r iz z ly Barber
Shop

The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that pulls on high.
The Gas that is economical.

SHELL 400

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES
At

UNUSUAL PRICES
Our Buying Power Is Your Saving Power

THE MON T A N A
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Football Players Show
For Tryouts on Gridiron
Under Oakes* Tutelage
First Day of Spring Practice Sees Thirty-Odd Candidates in Uniforms
In Answer to Call of Bunny Oakes; New Coach Asks
For Players, Experienced or Not
Thirty-odd men have been cavorting about on Dornblaser field dur
ing the past week, answering the call of Bunny Oakes and his staff for
football candidates. The new coach started work in earnest on Tues
day, driving the men just enough to take the winter’s kinks out of
their muscles and to put some new'*'their tackling ability on each other.
ones in. No lengthy scrimmages will be
Two former Grizzlies worked with
held for some time yet, most of the
the coaching in pointing out the errors
attention at present being paid to con
the men were making these first few
ditioning the players.
days. Jimmy Morrow and Ted MellinHard Work
ger have been gut there in suits, get
The tackling dummies hove been ting into the work in earnest. Bunny
taking lots of punishment all week as Oakes has worked with everyone, go
the candidates smacked them with ing down the line and taking each
worlds of vigor, if not with mid-rea man , separately. Major Milburn and
son form. Joints and muscles that Harry Adams cannot be distinguished
have been used very little during the from the players as they dive for the
winter months have been called into men or the tackling dummy, rolling
play again as the men have shown on the turf with the rest of them.
Few Lcttermen
Among the men who are sweating
away
at
fall
work in spring weather
MODERN
Benson, Botzenhardt, B r e e n ,
BUSINESS COLLEGE are
Brown, Burns, Caven, Cosper, Crow
Masonic Bldg.
Phone 8202 ley, Cox, Cooney, Castor, Currie,
“The School of Individual
Daily, Davidson, Dahlberg, Dlsbrow,
Instruction”
Dwyer, Eckley, Fox, Evenson, Hinman,
Soenke, Shaw, Thompson.. Thrailkill,
Shorthand and Typing
Vidro, Vickerman, Wilson, Williams,
SPECIAL BATES TO UNI
Wilcox
and Prather.
VERSITY STUBENTS
Once again Coach Oakes sends a
SUBJECTS:
Spelling, Business English, Book call for more candidates, whether ex
keeping, Comptometers, Rapid
perienced or not.
Calculation
Mrs. Robert Warden and Mrs. Ted
Hodges of Great Falls, graduates of
the University, are visitors in Mis
soula. They will remain as visitors
of their parents for several weeks.

FORE FOUR!
Happy Hippy Harper Hailed for
Hole-in-One

Nowadays It Pays
to Pick Your Barbel
Carefully

Petite?
Then you’ll love this dainty
G ossard girdle! Designed
to extend two inches above
the waistline . . . giving the
youthful figure such trim
lines, it’s of fancy patterned
rayon satin in peach . . .

And the biggest dividends in good
appearance comes to the one
wbo chooses a barber dis
playing this sign:

heard yarns of finding golf balls in
crow’s nests or a cow’s ear hut Hazel
Harper, Montana co-ed, should be
awarded an honorary membership in
the hole-In-one club for a very spec
tacular freak drive made yesterday on
the University golf course.
The lady golfer, playing with a
foursome of her chums, drove off the
first tee landing the ball in one of
her chum’s jacket pocket 50 yards
down the fairway. Before bouncing
into the pocket, the ball hit the shoe
of the young lady—M argaret McKay
by name—who must be credited with
part of the beautiful shot.
Johnny Lewis, official caddy and
scorer for the foursome, is the wit
ness for the uncanny shot. The two
other young women in the party were
Billy Nash and Ruth Wallace.

RAINBOW—186 N. Higgins
METROPOLE—101 E. Main

Manager Michael Kennedy Announces
Twenty-five Dollar Award

The track schedule for this year is as follows: Class Meet,- Missoula,
May 1-2; Triangular Meet, Spokane, May 9 ; State Intercollegiate
Meet, Missoula, May 16; University of Idaho, Missoula, May 23;
Conference Meet, Seattle, May 29-30.

The Twenty-Eighth Annual Interscholastic meet will be held this
year May 13-16. This gathering of high school athletes is today the
second largest in the United States.
The record for the low hurdles was broken last year by Pat Caven,
who covered the sticks in 26.2. This record was formerly held by
Cliff Jacobson of Missoula at 26 1-2.

Dr. Tumey-High
HORSEY, HORSEY
Speaks to Press
Campus Cowboys, Co-ed Cow
girls Continue Canters
Club Wednesday
“Horseback riding under the light
Sociology Teacher Ranks Newspaper
of a full moon is becoming all the
As Qnasl-Instltutlon With
rage on the campus,” Lefty Powell,
Social Traits
one of the owners of Missoula’s first
Dr. H arry Turney-High, professor riding academy and saddle livery, said
of Economics and Sociology, was fea yesterday.
Throughout the past weekend
tured on the program of the Press
club meeting held in the Shack, numerous parties reserved the horses
Wednesday night with 'a talk on the for moonlight meanders, according to
“Newspaper as a Social Institution.” Powell. University followers of Tom
Dr. Turney-High stated that a social Mix and Helen Holmes have taken
institution must have, structure, per readily to the new recreation, and
manence, personnel, authority, purpose despite fitful, uncertain weather con
ditions the stable has been receiving
and codes, laws and regulations.
According to Professor Turney- a satisfactory patronage.
High the newspaper may or may not
“We are now permanently located
be a social institution. He classed the on the Prescott place, behind the Uni
newspaper as a quasi-institution. Many versity heating plant,” stated Powell.
purposes are accomplished by the “Regular riding classes at the acad
newspaper as such an institution. Dr. emy were started yesterday. To all
Turney-High said these benefit every those who take a regular course and
possible field of life today, principal who are in attendance three one-hour
among these being social, criminal, periods a week, we are extending
economic, political and educational. special rates. Besides the University
The meeting was closed by a one- clientele we are opening a class for
act skit presented by members of the youngsters. Special instruction is
junior class. The play was “Murder given on approaching, mounting and
at Bridge,” featuring P at Regan and the fundamentals of riding. Several
Jerry Alquist as Mr. and Mrs. Brown young boys were present at the first
and Freda McCaig and Fred Steiner session of this .class held yesterday.”
as Mr. and Mrs. Jones. A news story
contest on the events of this play was
held and the prize was awarded to
Betty Foot for the best written story.
Thomas Mooney presided over the
meeting.

Twenty-five dollars will be paid to
the writer, or writers, of the manu
script accepted for the 1931 Hi-Jinx,
according to Michael Kennedy, next
year’s manager.
All manuscripts m ust be submitted
to Kennedy before the close of this
quarter, but as yet no definite date
has been set. The time limit for sub
mitting the manuscripts will be an
nounced in next Friday’s Kalmin.
Hi-Jinx, all-University razz show,
changed this year to a musical com
edy, proved to be a big success. Curtis
Barnes was the author of the show,
which was entitled “A Million for a
Man.” Miriam Barnhill directed the
production.
President C. H. Clapp, Gertrude Crane
And Dr. C. S. Rice Will Speak

PIONEER—128 m l Main
SOUTH SIDE—527 S. Higgins

SPORT OXFORDS

Pigskin

It is less than a month till the first meet and with the present mate
rial Coach Stewart is going to make it plenty interesting for a few
coaches west of Missoula.

Washington State defeated Idaho and Whitman in a triangular
Varsity and Frosh Athletes Will track meet last Saturday by a score of 87 1-6 points to the Vandal’s
Run Against Clock Saturday
57.5-6 and Whitman’s 13. The Cougar tracksters captured eight firsts
and tied for another, while Idaho copped five and a tie for one.
Afternoon

FLORENCE—108 N. Higgins

\G o ssard

Among those who are turning out for their first year of varsity
track a re : John Bills, E. Covington, Kermit Eckley, Tom Lowe, Jack
White, Elton Good, Bob White, Clarence Watson, A. Glenn, J. Baty,
R. Flint, J. Gans, A l Dahlberg, Dave Rossiter and Tom Rowe.

Time Trials
Don Stevlingson, Emile Perey, Archie Grover, George Grover, Hugh
W ill Be Run Lemire,
Bob Nelson and Harold Ruth are among the veterans who
By Trackmen will compete for the last time in intercollegiate track.

Hi-Jinx Manuscript
Prize Will Be Given

Calf
All Styles and Colors

$4.85 and $5.85
FLORSHEIMS - $10

Next to Shapard Hotel

Buck

in a Fish Brand
Slicker you're always
Under Cover
P ouring cats and dogs. Class
at nine o’clock. W ill you ar
rive wilted and forlorn—»or
dry and well-groomed?
For this occasion and hun
d red s of o th e rs lik e it, a
Fish Brand Varsity Slicker is
indispensable.
Roomy, comfortable and ab
solutely water-proof, it pro
tects you, clear down to the
cuff of your trousers, as thor
oughly as if you went all the
way under cover. Full-lined,
too, for warmth on blustery
days. Built with wear-resist
ing sturdiness.
There is a wide range of
Tower’s Fish Brand models.
Send for illustrated folder.
A. J . T o w er Com pany, 24
Simmons St., Boston, Mass.

Tournament

Bob White, who did some sensational running while at Butte High, Student-Faculty Competition Opens
Spring Golf Schedule on
is going to make it plenty tough for the boys who run the half mile.
University Course
The list of freshman track candidates reads like a potential gather
ing of Olympic Stars and if they can hurdle the grades there will be Student-Faculty golf tournament
will be played Snnday, April 12, as
plenty of material for next year.

Registrants Enter
For Youth Meeting

Model 8268, *8.50
The dainty lace uplift Is
Model 1205
*1.25

CINDER CHATTER Twenty-four
E nter Golf

At last this fella Sol has decided to give Jock Stewart and his boys
a break. From now ori there is going to be plenty of action on Dorn
Attention Mr. Ripley! We have all blaser field.

F irst time trials for both Varsity
and freshmen members of the track
team will be run Saturday afternoon.
For the past two days the athletes
have been working hard and gallop
ing through odd distances for- con
ditioning purposes. The Varsity and
frosh will run together Saturday.
Alvy Cosper, •mammoth frosh shotputter, yesterday moved his 257
Marguerite Brown and Dorothy pounds from the nine-foot circle to
Hannifan went to Butte for the week the spring football practice on Dorn
blaser fleld.: Coach Oakes could find
end.
no suit to fit the large fellow, but
“Doc” Schreiber, head of the Depart
ment of Physical Education, offered
MEATS FOR HEALTH
substitute in a pair of baseball pants.
Cosper in spite of his size can run
Best in the West
the 100-yard, dash in less than 11 sec
onds. He will try for a position in
MISSOULA MARKET
the Mne.
126 Higgins Avenue
Several of the jumpers are suffering
from “charley horses,” a rather pain
ful muscle strain prevalent in track
men during early season.
A convenient place
Clarence Watson, fast sophomore
to drop in after
miler, whirled around the track yes
terday afternoon to lead the field.
the show for
Blakeslee, a natural two-miler and a
our lunches
varsity veteran, spurted on the last
and candy.
200 yards to run an untimed but ap
parently fast mile run.

High School Candy
Shop

Friday, April 10, 1931

K A I MI N

More than 50 delegates to the West
ern Montana Y o u t h conference,
opening tonight with a banquet at the
Presbyterian church, have so far reg
istered. The banquet starting at 6:30
o’clock tonight will be opened with
an address by President C. H. Clapp
and talks by Miss Gertrude J . Crane.
Dr. Clayton S. Rice will also be fea
tured in the program. The entertain
ment committee has arranged for
special music by the Alberton Girls’
glee club, the Filipino duet and the
Fellowship quartet for the occasion.
University students are cordially
invited to attend this banquet as well
as the three conference sessions to be
held in the women’s gymnasium Sat
urday. The banquet charge will be 65
cents a plate.
Emmett Buckley underwent an
operation for appendictls Monday,
April 6. He will be out of the hos
pital in ten or 14 days.

G. L. Dally, ex-’24, Sends Bulletin
To Dean T. C. Spaulding
Dean T. C. Spaulding of the School
of Forestry Is in receipt of a Forest
Service Bulletin which was written by
George Lee Dally, ex-'24, once a stu
dent in the School of Forestry here
and now district forester at Bartow,
Florida.
The bulletin, composed of 40 pages,
is^ named “Suggested Conservation
Programs.” It gives numerous sug
gestions for programs to be used in
women’s,' garden, civic and service
clubs, schools and other organizations.
Included in^jts pages are recitations,
poems, songs, playlets and games.

"Varsity"— Gruen’s
smart w nst *0' men.
C o in gold case
w ith ’ink band # 5 5

Borg Jewelry &
Optical Go.

— at—

431 Daly
Phone 3464

Join the
Riding Club

New Things
for Spring
A t R educed Prices’
SHIRTS AND SHORTS
$1.00 grades a t 79c
75c grades at 49c

Three one-hour periods dur
ing the week for

TIES SPECIAL, $1.00
As good as $1.50 grades
a year ago.

$ 1 .5 0

NEW KNICKERS, $5.00
Tweeds and Herringbones
Others a t $6.50 to $7.50

University
Riding Academy

GOLF SOX AT $1.50

Prescott Place— Back of “U”
Heating Plant
■ ■

-

All Wool—Made in England
SEE THEM AT

■

Phones:
Jerry Ryan
Lefty PoweD
3684
3741
Academy
3307 (Afternoons)

MEN’S HALF SOLES
$1.00

$1.25

$1.50

YOUNGREN SHOE SHOP
Basement Higgins Block
Ray P. Woods

MEET ME AT

K ELLY’S

Varsity Vodvil

Where All the Gang Goes

7 ------Big Acts ------ 7

Our Customers

Wilma Theater, Sat., April 18

Are

Our Boosters

The
Office Supply Company

Professor H. G. Merriam will remain
over Saturday in Spokane after at
tending the Inland Empire Educa
tional Association meeting, which is
to be held there Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of this- week, to glee a
talk to the Spokane Chamber of Com
merce.'
Mr. Merriam will talk to the Pnbllc
Travel bureau of the chamber of com
merce on "The value of the Frontier
and regional literature of this section
of the country.”

G O O D EA T S

Dean Receives Work
Of Former Student

Dear Folks:
Well, my golf game is improving.
I found I could buy 50c balls at
$4.00 a dozen, so I can take a
greater chance with my strokes.
I was always afraid they would go
over Mount Sentinel and I never
would find them. Do come in and
see these new bags and clubs.
Very truly,
CHUCK.
With

scheduled, on the University course.
Twenty-four contestants have entered
for matched play. This tourney is the
opener for a number of competitive
matches which are scheduled through
out the spring quarter.
It has been decided that the score
will be figured as one point for the
first nine holes, one point for the sec
ond nine and also a point for the total
number of points. Each match will
count one point for the team side. The
total score of each team will be fig
ured and the winner decided by this
method.
Those who have been matched and
officially entered are: M. Wedum-Kirk
Badgley; R. Lewon-J. W. Stewart; D.
Fitzgerald-Harry Adams; R. FlintG. D. Shallenberger; J. Dahlin-W. E.
Maddock; Bob Davis-Darrell Parker;
J. Mayland-J. H. Ramskill; W. SmithJ. Crowder; R. Struckman-I. W. Cook;
A. Johnson-W. R. Ames; B. Hendon-T,
C. Spaulding and J. Speer-J. P. Rowe.
It has been requested that all stud
ents listed get in touch with their
opponents and arrange for the time
of play, which m ust be on S,unday,
April 12. Scores will be turned In im
mediately after the match.
Harry Adams, director of intra
mural sports, said today that all stud
ents who have been picked as four
some managers for their departments
get their teams selected for the open
ing of the inter-college matches which
will begin on Wednesday, April 15.
The names- of their men m ust he
turned into Mr. Adams not later than
Tuesday evening.

Professor Merriam
Speaks in Spokane

’

Cast of 200 men and women in a two-hour program packed
with laughs, music, dances and dialogues.

JOIN THEM!

Master Cleaners
205 W. Front

Phone 2186

150—Beautiful Chorus Girls—150
Tickets at Wilma April-16, 17, 18. Prices 75c and $1.00.
Bigger and Better Than Ever Before!

